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INTRODUCTION
The Lost Lover book was curated by Australian French artist Julia
Drouhin and Zimbabwean poet and publisher Thuthukani Ndlovu
(The Radioactive Blog) to open discussion about a common feeling,
which is love, and socio-cultural issues inspired by advertisements
seen in the streets of Bloemfontein. These advertisements were
printed with pink and blue coloured fonts but with different phone
numbers, and pasted on walls in public spaces mostly in the CBD,
aligned with keywords as “penis enlargement” or “safe and pain free
abortion”, offering solutions for life problems with traditional
healing.
Thuthukani and Julia then hosted poetry workshops in South Africa
and Tasmania to collect responses to those posters and generate
content for the Lost Lover book, acting as a score for a live broadcast
in public space that will relay the participants voices through a
network of community radio stations*. An open call for submissions
for the anthology was also made to give poets who could not attend
the workshop an opportunity to be also part of the anthology.
Some of the project’s objectives were to create an international
platform for young authors from different backgrounds to share
ideas on a similar theme and be published and read in educational
sites (school, library, university) in South Africa and Tasmania, as
well as to promote the writing and performing of poetry.
*A.I.R. (Altitude Immersive Radio) is a performative book launch and
public space artwork involving the local community in
Bloemfontein, to create a cloud of transmission through a relay of
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radio broadcasts ending with a radio picnic on Hoffman Square at
Vrystaat Arts Festival 2018, Bloemfontein, South Africa.
Extracts from the Lost Lover book, mixed with local soundscape, will
be broadcast while a group of walkers costumed with a giant radio
receiver will perform and enact parts of the book to the public,
embodying both the poetry and the airwaves.
Due to the limited number of printed copies, the digital version of
the Lost Lover book is available for free download via
http://www.air-waves.co.za on the PIAD page.
Bookmarks with QR codes linking to the Lost Lover e-book will be
distributed during the live broadcast performance.
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BREAK
I have craved for your presence
Longed for your touch
The salvation of your smile
That’s always an inch too far to have
A second too late to catch
I‘m starving from your absence.
Hollow from the logic of hiding in my dome.
I wanna call you home,
But reason counsels me otherwise:
“She is not your fortress
“Nor shall we ever be.
“So, abandon this dream.
“Exorcise her from your memories.
“Unburden your heart.
“Wipe it clean of all the hate and scorn
“And break!
“Allow yourself to be meek
“And break!
“Experience the grace of giving in to pain
“Returning to dust
“And rebuilding yourself anew
“Because she was never meant to be your rapture
“Only the promise of a genesis to a new phase
“The beginning of an exodus to a new journey of self-discovery
“So break!
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“Let go of your futile resistance
“And listen to the rhythm of your heart.
“It teaches you how to breathe in sync with your mate.
“Such tutelage will let you excavate lost hope
“And invest in others worthy to be called ‘home’
“So, break
“And start rebuilding yourself anew.”
Tshepo Molefe
Johannesburg, South Africa
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COME BACK HOME TO ME
Our words to each other don’t mean anything anymore
Our till death do us part has become just ordinary words
The words I thought would echo into eternity,
They have become mere words fading into nothingness
You don’t touch me the way you used to
Not the physical kind, the kind that set my soul on fire
You don’t share your dreams with me anymore
And the talks about our future feel forced
Your heart is not in this anymore
I sleep next to a corpse every night
We have become a ghost of what we used to be
And I am left holding on to the shadows of what I know we can still
be
The spark in your eyes every time you see me is gone
I notice your eyes wander and it makes me hurt inside
You look like my ride or die but you are not that person anymore
Won’t you come back home to me?
I know your heart has stopped mentioning me
You are not my best friend anymore
Let alone my partner for life
You have become that person I once knew
I try to see if there are bits and pieces of you still lingering
somewhere in there
But no part of you is left, you are all gone
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Come back home
Come back home to me.
Jubilee Ruvimbo
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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MOVIE SCENE
Will anyone ever see me as beautiful
Reflecting pure light on clean surfaces of reason
Beautiful, unchanged and pure
Made in a Godly image
Lacking in the ability to see oneself as lacking
Will anyone ever see me as worthy
Of life, of pain, of existing on this plane
Of talent, of time, of any sort of goodness
To be infused into a soul that has nothing
Slithery black hole
Emptiness residing in the look you possess
Unfulfilled, desperately clawing at my skin
In order to have something, anything
Empty, lacking,
Never good enough to love,
to hold,
to cherish.
Will anybody ever consider thinking me pure
Holding on to a chastity
That was long ripped from my arms
Sucked from my lungs
Ripped from my umbilical cord
And spewing my guts in disgust
My light seems to be filled with black and white dust.
Gushing from the wounds
Blood flowing from my wrists,
my blood
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Because I'm too numb
I feel nothing
I hear, touch, taste, smell nothing
My senses are dull to everything
So will anybody ever hear me
Crying out in pain in terror
As I stand alone in a room full of family and friends
Trying, dying for a piece of myself
I seem to have lost, on a desperate mission to restore me
So will anybody ever see me, the real me
Refusing to look away
Refusing to see the pretty shell on the outside
Sinking deeper into the broken girl within
The girl on the path to self discovery
The girl trying to find a micro spectre of herself
The one who wishes she could break down and cry
Who wishes she could curse the world and die
So will anybody ever look at me
Me
Or will you continue to look away
Continue to look through the hourglass
Seeing a spectre of my being that seems incomplete
The book is filled with incoherent sentences that seem to be
tattooed in my flesh
So will anybody ever look at me, will you see me, will you feel me.
If you wish to,
Walk inside my mind
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I welcome you to my movie scene.
“IAmLimit”
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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HALO ON ME AND THE DEVIL IN YOU
Cuffed hearts
Poisoned lips
Bethralled souls
Defined our
unconditional and irrevocable love.
Three hundred and sixty six times
Buying you from slavery.
I was your Hosea,
You my Gomeh.
I enjoyed the first episodes of our story
Where you played
The sweet Devil who
Caressed our so-called
reciprocal vows,
Clinged to our nostalgic moments
both nefarious and holy,
Cuddled with every curse
we threw at each other
Then
Secured our hearts
like it was a treasure tower.
This was just an untold story!
You,you my love, raped your feelings
Kidnapped the only creative device
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You inherited from the Philosophers,
Grinded your soul
Which disappeared with the whirlwind.
You allowed the Devil
To strangle
The tiny,
Petty
Little
“whatever” we shared.
Woe is me,
Who yelled
‘oh boy, another hide and seek game?’
Come take your sins.
Set me free!
You said
You will never leave your spoors.
You lied!
You said
We will rather reside with your
forebears
than part
You filthy liar!
You selfish thing
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You chose an urn over us Come take me already!
You diplomatic thief
You tricked me
right before my eyes!
Nellah Nonkondlo Mtanenhlabathi
Zimbabwe – South Africa , Johannesburg

Back to Contents
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DANCING
Innermost skies
Thighs furrowed, stride
Cockies screech crass through the garden
Sulphur
Crackling
Across an expanse
The telephone cord dangles,
Old
Mice scatter
Black angled spiders silent
Spun a divide, the sticky web
Aside the garden’s edge
Lovers
Left aside,
Left aside
Rachel Edwards
Tasmania, Australia
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WAITING STILL
There are traces of laughter
Behind the kitchen counter
Footprints in granny’s garden
Oil paint on mother’s tiles,
Cigarette buds in the flower pot
The air still smells of nicotine
Brown liqueur bottles with fetid residues
Taking up storage space
And mother says not to touch
As if my hands are too holy
For such remnants of you
She says not to move a thing
As if wanting nothing to disturb the ghost of you
Oh, but Father
Does love die?
Does it end?
When our laughter ceases to exist
Am I my mother’s sins?
Am I the love lost
That you have grown to loath?
Mother says not to cry:
“Love cannot be begged
Or demanded”
And granny says,
A child’s tears can be a curse
So I try not to cry
So as not to curse you
I wait instead
For the day you find me worthy to laugh with again
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And I wait
Remembering not to cry
And I am waiting still.
Xtreme Sanity
Zimbabwe – South Africa, Polokwane
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THE BEGINNING, OR THE END?
The name of this piece, is incomplete.
A question that seeks
The expertise of those to read.
I love you.
And as the sky is blue
This is true
And without you
Being lonely might be true.
You said it’s over and I was left asking, what am I to do?
I mean you once said you love me
Not once in fact, a few times.
Wasn’t that the truth?
Fighting for who you love is not anything new, so this is what I’m
going to do.
Fight!
Fight till I can’t fight anymore
And just before I quit I must be sure
That your heart beats for me no more.
But if I sense a glimmer of hope or if my nose
Picks up the scent of the special ink that wrote
My vows on your heart then this is still going to be a long fight.
As rejection hits me with an uppercut
That cuts right through my heart
When she said we need this time apart.
She said something about a break but breaks break the bond
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And if it goes too long
You will hear that fat lady’s song.
Memories.
Memories become your number one enemy.
Because they aim to defy reality.
Why can’t she just be with me?
I mean, we use to be happy
These memories are driving me crazy
Because in reality moving on happens frequently.
But I have to fight.
So tonight...
I’ll call her phone with a private number just to hear the tone of her
voice
Hoping she’s alone
So I can convince her to come home.
In fact, my heart is now a house not a home.
With pictures on the walls advertising what was
A home but now I’m alone.
A home with love
Where leaving was a chance
Not a possibility and honestly
It came as a surprise when she left me.
I mean, I provided like a man
By complimenting her hair
Stare at her in disbelief when she’s asleep
Bringing me peace.
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And her teeth
Belong to a smile that can stop time
Loosen the uptight
A smile than can stop a fight
Make me apologize even though I was right.
Her eyes
Her eyes speak to me
They make me weak
They tame the man in me
Voluntarily
Undoubtedly
She was the woman of my dreams
But now being with her, is just a dream
Because she wants nothing to do with me
But I wait patiently
Writing my sad poetry and hopefully
She hears my heart breaking
And stops acting crazy
Maybe?
But I’ll wait.
In fact I’ve been waiting
Nothings changing
I’m still that man without that lady
That stole my heart only to bring it back empty ...
But filled with treachery
Hate and misery
Lonely night with our memories.
Our memories!
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They visit me too much, why? Don’t you think of me?
I mean they should go 50/50
Have we went back to the days where introductions are necessary?
In that case, “Hi, my name is Mbongeni.”
Well, if you don’t know me I think your dimples might
Because I did everything just to see you smile
I’m that guy
Who would run a mile if you were a mile away and you needed me
I’m sorry.
I don’t mean to make you uncomfortable
But it makes me uncomfortable not talking to you.
Just hearing your voice is all I’ve wanted to do
For the past two
Hours since my two
Minute break from thinking about you
I am that shoe you used
To kick down your insecurities
Because your beauty
Was frequent in my vocabulary
So ndicela ubuyele kum
Into yam nawe ilula
Savumelana ukuthi ayikho into engesohlula
Kodwa ngoku uyohluleka
Ukhetha
Eyona indlela
Ose wayi qhela
Yothi uphilela mna, mna ndiphilela wena
Ngoku ufuna undixelela
Elo thando la phela
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Jonga ke, bendicela ukuxelela
Ngeke ndisa kwazi uqubeka ngale ndlela
Oko ndikulindile, ndakulinda ngoku andisakwazi uk’mela
Ngalo ndlela ndiyaku yeka
Qubeka
Translation: (Please come back to me
Our agreement was easy.
We agreed nothing would disable us
But now you are unable to choose
A familiar route.
Which is, you live for me and I for you
Now you claim that all that love doesn’t exist anymore?
Well let me tell you this
I can’t go on like this
I’ve waited and waited but now I can’t stand it.
So in those words, I leave you
Do as you wish….)
Do what you think is right
But beware of those regrets at night
Like bed bugs they make it impossible to sleep tight.
Now tell me this
If she would read this poetry piece
What would it be?
The beginning? Or the end?
Dominus Litis
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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THE LEGACY
The legacy of us will be mere ash and bone,
Left my chest a barren land
My lungs left to survive on their own, and
I thought I could follow you when you left
But the ground that last held
Your precious feet as you walked away
Has been covered by another's footprints
I tried to find you in our love's blueprints
All they've done is lead me astray
See, I searched for your voice in the crowd
And I waited for your touch in the night
Although the feeling of it wasn't quite right
I kept it because it was all I had found.
Up from the ground, this love I showed to you
I dusted and stacked away,
Safe from my reckless use.
The heat was enamoring. and your warmth a sanctuary. Realising
that none
of it was real ripped reality to shreds so
Instead I'll just get used to the cold,
And adjust these real eyes to the fact that
The love we littered the land with was just, litter.
SupermarketFlowers
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT
She made me believe that,
She was the woman of my dreams,
The woman of my dreams in real life,
Not only with Africa’s DNA, but also Heaven’s angels’ genes.
A daughter of the soil,
So she’s automatically an African queen,
And whenever she walks in her high heels,
Even the highest courts on this planet hail her supreme.
She made me believe that,
The only reason why the earth has gravity,
Is because the earth wants her to stay on the planet,
And not drift away into another galaxy.
The fact that humans built spaceships,
Only fuelled the earth’s heart with more jealousy,
So not only other planets , but also rocket scientists ,
Have all become the Earth’s potential enemy.
She made me believe that,
She was the one,
Because my ears always craved for the sound of her voice,
Especially when wisdom and compliments rolled out of her tongue.
My eyes were addicted to her physical presence, so even in her
absence,
My memory bank would invest time in painting vivid pictures of her
just for fun,
And yes of course she was hot,
And I’m sure the clouds would agree with me,
When I say that the heat that she contained,
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Was no different from the body temperature of the sun.
She made me believe that,
The love poems I wrote were beautiful conversations,
Conversations with her, with each word resembling a star,
Thus together forming heart-shaped constellations,
So whenever love poems departed from my lips,
Her heart was always destined to be the destination,
Especially since her heart was my favorite galaxy,
And not just a figment of my imagination.
She made me believe that,
The day my right knee would kiss the ground,
While in her presence, as I proceeded to ask her the question Because her love and personality would have me spellbound Her answer would be yes,
And this would make my spirit proud,
Because her answer would confirm that,
A woman of notable character, is whom I have finally found.
She made me believe that,
Her heart was so hidden in God, to the point that I,
Had to seek Him more to find her,
And the first time she caught the corner of my eye,
Was ironically in the temple of God,
And I must confess or rather testify,
That at that moment, I thought that if love was a crime,
She would be the perfect alibi.
She made me believe in all these things,
But there came a time where my actions had to let her know,
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That due to our future being geographically dislocated,
And my immature faith - Believe it or not - my heart had to let her
go.
Thuthukani Ndlovu
Zimbabwe-South Africa (Bloemfontein)
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VAGABOND
You drifted with the wind, sailed off with backpackers
Forrest mists and compasses know the warmth of your love now
And your side of the bed is covered in infinite winter
Icy thorns have made a bed in her heart
Her body – a carcass that can only be awakened by your once gentle
strokes
Your honey coated tongue engraving love spells in her ears
Or maybe she was your book of spells;
Feeding your lust filled eyes
Breath spiked with lies
You are a rolling stone, meant to be alone
After all, gypsy blood runs on your veins
Not even love could tame you
You belong to the wilderness
Now she knows the world is your home
Dear drifter
When the winds of the wilderness become too violent
And you become a burden to this unforgiving world
May you drift back home, where love will mend you
Yours faithfully
True Love
Lerato Tsotetsi
Pretoria, South Africa
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I HATE LOVING YOU - A POEM FROM THE HEART
I hate hating that I love you.
I hate knowing that I can’t live without you because I vowed, “I will
never leave you”
I hate, I hate, and I hate hating that I love you
Remember you said you love me and I said I love you too
I hate singing songs with no melodies
I hate crying over you.
I hate thinking that I can’t stop thinking about you because you are
my ticking clock,
My sunlight in the darkness,
Feeling my heartbeat beating and moving too fast for you hurt me
the most,
In the valleys of my mind questions have scaled the mountain high
in this love
Is this love or lust?
What happened to the promises?
Are they meant not to be kept?
Remember you promised not to leave me,
You promised not to cheat on me,
You promised to love me till sunset and rise again
But here am I in this ocean called love swimming in tears that has
become my daily bread,
Here am I in this ocean swimming in anger because of you
My heart has bled more than it has pumped for my survival
And my eyes have become the fountains of water because of you.
Whenever I’m down on my knees, I pray for peace that I once had
but you took it away
Whenever I’m down on my knees I pray for a forgiving heart to
forgive you
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I am praying to be healed the wounds that you have created in the
name of love
I hate love, I hate loving you this much, and they say love is life,
How is it life when I am dying every day because of love?
Love hurts when you love unconditional
I hate hating that I love you because my heart skip a bit when I see
you
I hate it, I hate loving you this much I hate love
Love is not loyal or should I say I hate people that portray love
because they aren’t loyal,
Which is which?
I am lost and not going to be found soon because I am still lost in
your love.
I hate loving you this much I hate hating that I love you
My heart has bled more than it has pumped for my survival
But it is me who gave keys to unlock my heart
It is me who gave you the master keys now I am sitting, discerning,
deliberating why am I crying ocean of tears and bleeding non-stop
because of this so called love.
I have forgotten that it was me who allowed you in
I am busy drifting, beholding for someone to blame yet I am the one
to be blamed
On your arrival I gaze in awe as I thought I have found myself, little
did I know that I have lost myself.
You came with the bag full of promises,
You came with your hands full promising to love me yet you knew
you meant to hurt me
As I cry myself to sleep I interrogate myself looking for answers that
are nowhere to be found.
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Is this love still in existence or this is just an every Tom n Jerry
slogan claiming to love yet led by lust?
I didn’t mean to cry this loud and this much but you have torned my
heart
Now I only wish, I could have locked my heart and throw the keys in
the deepness of the oceans.
I am not blaming you for being you
I am not blaming you for your deeds
I am not complaining
I do not regret but I will have to thank you for this one
Thank you for teaching me the lesson.
Thank you for teaching me that love is not life because love hurts
Hlengiwe Mbanjwa
Western Cape, South Africa
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SELF-LOVE WAS MY LOST LOVER
Growing up, my parents told me that I’m beautiful,
Loved and believed in me.
Being human, I also longed for such lovely utters
And deeds to come from other people.
Sadly also from people who chose not to
Or weren’t destined to love me at all.
As my command of spoken and body languages grew,
Society tried to lower my self-esteem like an instructor
Pushing his/her client to bungee jump.
It packages beauty in vanilla-toned foundations
And thinness so imaginary yet appalling that it exists
psychologically
But isn’t available on clothing shops.
Yes, size zero.
Dark-skin isn’t beautiful to them but who died and made them God,
More so He created me in His image, so if I’m ugly,
You are also saying that God is ugly
And made mistakes creating me.
My God is a God known for never making mistakes
But rather having good and beautiful intentions.
Seemingly or preferably, extroversion is the personality to have.
A personality I can never talk a lot into becoming
Introversion is to intimate to get to know the depths and breadths
of a person
Less crowded to spot a person and observe them
Observant to give a person your full attention
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Too calm to listen more than to talk about airs and graces that don’t
deepen the soul
For the greater part of my life, I slaved at the merciless and
stubbornness of society’s standards and encountered
Self-doubt limiting my horizons
Self-loathing corrupting my mind and
Inferiority suffocating my soul
Hateful comments and unrealistic expectations inked, in 140
characters and verbally orchestrated will never be in my heart,
memorised in my mind or verbally orchestrated by my mouth.
After all, what comes out of your mouth comes into being
“For You formed my inward parts; You knitted me together in my
mother’s womb.
I praise You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made. Wonderful are
Your works;
my soul knows it well. My frame was not hidden from You, when I
was being made in secret, intricately woven in the depths of the
earth.”
Psalms 139:13-15 indicates that God set His own standard of inner
and outer beauty,
yet it’s sad how I longed to fit in society’s standard instead of His.
To hell with society’s standards and hello to seeing myself the way
the Almighty views me.
It is only then that I can love myself
and say self-love was my lost lover.
Eyethu Mfazwe
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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WHAT THE MAN STOLE

He crushed my mother’s spine
Wrapped it in a money note
Took her everywhere
Left her behind each time

I don’t know if I am begging a man to stay
Or I am stopping him from leaving with me

Busisiwe Mahlangu
Pretoria, South Africa
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LOVE LANGUAGE
My being is indecisive, as to who I am.
On my best days- I am an enchantress, oozing with unconventional
beauty; my name means beauty.
On those days…I am the web that draws every being from all the
corners of the earth, invaluable and awed.
Most days this is not a reality. Most days I personify the word
“almost”.
An “almost” beauty, an “almost” intellectual… almost an artistic
marvel.
As the word would suggest- I am always on the brink of achieving
my desires.
My desire in this world is greater than my pursuit of it.
I am desperate for my desires to pursue me instead- that way my
value becomes apparent.
I have been told that my love language is affirmation.
Hence, my need to learn different languages.
“I love you” is surely a phrase that translates to the same meaning
everywhere, so perhaps I haven’t come across the right dialect that
expresses this towards me
Surely in another’s tongue I must be a necessity; in another’s tongue
I must be an undiscovered treasure. I am yet to find the right
vocabulary that finds my being to be beautiful.
For language is tongue, and once words have been fed to the breath
they become perception.
Perceive me through the window of your language as I speak your
tongue and I will look like your home.
I have no home of my own you see.
I speak the World’s tongue therefore the world is my fortress.
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I am not from here
I am not from anywhere.
I am nothing’s offspring but everything’s daughter. Therefore, I
belong to everyone and no one.
Forgive me Lover, but I haven’t found the correct language to name
myself with. I cannot take you home; I have an accent in every
language- so I have no compass to guide you there.
I am a broken mirror that reflects the entirety of the world; I am the
world and the nothingness in between.
Forgive me Religion but I have fallen victim to my downfalls, and
the world is my downfall.
It craves all that is around me but never me as I am…yet I lust after
it still.
With the same fervour I had for you as you burned the fire of purity
in me and pointed to the righteousness ahead of me.
The world- he rejects me habitually but spares me the crassness and
blatancy of an honest break-up.
But as do you. It appears none of you want me, yet neither of you
are prepared to let me go.
I am the bride of two lovers who do not recognize me as their own.
You have both perceived me as Purgatory, thus I have the face of no
one’s wife.
When the two of you look at me without speaking you see both bible
and blasphemy
So, who am I to claim either of you?
Whose name will I take? Whose tongue will I speak? Which
language will I place my homeland in?
Perhaps love will remember to find me; or perhaps I will remember
to find love within myself.
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I believe however in the possibility of “almost”. While sometimes we
find ourselves at the edge of a possibility and hang on, only to be
faced with disappointment.
Sometimes we find the words that set a trail home
Sometimes we find a song in the syllables we were about let sink
into the ocean of languages we didn’t think mattered anymore.
We’ve found our hidden beauty at the centre of the circle which
hosts the saint at one point and the sinner at the other.
We find our place of belonging in the ambiguous spaces, where we
identify with everything and nothing.
Every country is our home, every language is our own…
And when they search for me, tell them to find me in the arms of
that which I love; which is everything I am.

Bontle Tau
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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UNDESIRABLE
Undesirable
Aphids gnaw at what was once described as beautiful
The Weeping Willow holds its breath to seize quivering vocal
chords
But soon it shall collapse into an eponymous mess
This is it isn’t it, the throbbing long road to acceptance
The cul-de-sac where sensuality can no longer claim right
of entry
The hell where gestures of playfulness are met with irritable
stares
Undesirable
Apple blossoms cause not a single ripple, the tide doesn’t arrive
here anymore
Mantis love comes a-hunting, silently, slowly, with
no sentiment for what was
The click click in cy-clic-al draws out the ghost of honeydew on
knotted twigs. Petulant branches.
But it’s not enough to keep ladybugs from causing the inevitable
This is it, isn’t it? The start of chaos, the start of
that journey of complicated change
Will the ether, at least, accompany these onerous branches
on the voyage to their knees?
Undesirable
Affectionate silence states no more than a dab of saline
to a lasting hunger strike
aphids quadruple
as taste and touch, allied in confinement,
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navigate the barbed summit.
Bernadette Richards
Cape Town, South Africa
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THE BEAUTY OF A WOMAN
The beauty of a woman
Is in the shadow of her grace
I do not remember looking at her
But I do know she has a face
And eyes that command scrutiny
Properly separating my bad habits from the good
Honestly humoring me with splendor and sweetness
Passionately offering up my soul
to the seventh heaven of
magic and wonder
And a heart that beats like African drums
Sweetly summoning my spirit
to a sensual dance with the ancestors
Surrendering my conscience to
a yoke of romantic fire
Precious is what she is,
my happiness and prosperity
The satisfaction of my soul,
and a compassion of all eternity
And hands that warmly embrace me
Lifting me gently, from off the grounds of my fallen state
Soothingly caressing and enlightening as wisdom
A symbolism of greatness,
In her divinity as a goddess
The beauty of my empress
Is in the shadow of her grace
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I do not remember having seen her
But I do know she was in this place.
Raymond Letsitsa
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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Richie Cyngler, Australia
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GUILTY PLEASURE
My sweet, sweet sweet love
If loving you was a crime
It would be one I gladly do
And I was condemned and told it was wrong
I probably have to hide
So it could be just you and I
I'd rather love you by myself
Nobody has to know that
loving you is my guilty pleasure
My sweet sweet love
For you I'd do anything, anything
Even if it means sneaking off into...?
Just to have you all to myself
It's nobody's business about the way
The way that I'm loving you
My sweetest love
Whenever I'm alone with you
My body tingles
It's like a symphony
Music all over my body...
They say, they say it's wrong
They say it is wrong
Oh how i would love to
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have you in my system
yeah yeah
They say, they say it is wrong!
They say it is wrong
Oh how I would love to
have you in my system
yeah yeah
Because loving you is my guilty pleasure
Loving you is my guilty pleasure.....
Mohato
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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A WAY GONE
Where did you go to all my lovelies?
You left me while I was caught in my head.
Remembering us like scenes from a series;
listening Peter Sarsted tied to this bed.
Whilst thunder bellowed from my inner storm,
you too fled; running away scared, distraught.
I never asked where you really came from,
now I’m grasping brittle sepia thoughts.
Recalling walking those cold city streets,
caressing whispers and counting your hair.
Dreams of summer dust covering our feet,
chosen burdens and joys equal to share.
Again another (in)famous lost lover.
You have gone and forgot me forever.
Maanvrou – Lunar Lady
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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DEAR MAN CRUSH EVERYDAY
I am so excited for today
Because today is the day I will get to pour out my whole heart
Because today is the day I will finally get to share all the thoughts
The thoughts of you that have been trapped in my mind for so long
I guess it’s because I’ve been riding solo for so long.
Can I just take it back to the day I first saw you?
The day I thought all this loneliness would be over
What a pity you did not get to see me
I still remember the way I kept staring at you thinking…
Thinking that you were gonna look my direction
And our eyes would meet…
What a pity all of that didn’t happen,
Days went by and I just kept on seeing you
Oh’ what a coincidence
And still you wouldn’t look my direction
And at that time that was okay with me
That was okay with me
Because as long as I had seen you
That is all that satisfied me, but not really enough
Because it only satisfied me but not my heart.
But as I had said, it was okay at that time.
You got me asking myself
Asking myself that how could a person that you barely even know
Have so much effect on you
But then I thought, the heart…
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It all lies in the heart.
But why and how did this feeling only lie in my heart and not also to
yours?
Me following you and liking all your posts on social media
Didn’t any of that give you hints?
But maybe I am also to blame,
I am also to blame because what if I had done the first move…
What if I had greeted you the many times I saw you?
Oh’ my pride…
But all is well, I am trying day by day to avoid the feeling,
I am trying to get back to my old self
My old self before you first appeared before my eyes.
My mind tells me to label you my lost lover
But the heart is denying…
Because how can I lose you when I have never even found you?
I pray that I stop hoping and stop believing
Because seemingly, time has run out.
Time has really run out…
Dear Man Crush Everyday.
Ayanda Msweli
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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LOST LOVER
So many words unspoken.
So many promises were broken.
So many were said.
And rivers of tears were shed.
So much was at stake.
We had to do it for both our sake
Even if our heart will break, it was decision we had to make.
Holding back to tears, as we remind us all this years.
There is power in his arms protecting me from harm.
What we had its wonder, some kind of spell we under.
We speak without talking, travelling distance without walking,
that's how in tune we are. In my heart you are star.
We hurt each other before, this time my heart is sore.
How did we come to this??
How do we handle such blow???
We had go separate ,as we anticipate so many lonely to follow.
Nthabeleng Sekee
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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UNGETTIBLE BABY LOVER!
I sleep in a bed without you and I walk a road without you
But still, infatuation haunts me.
What is it then that is required of me?
I have memorized all the holy and righteous teachings
I go to church when I am required to,
Only to come home and think of you
even when I am sleeping.
Are you or am I the one that has forcefully infused
you in my territory?
But ungettible baby lover! You is so wrong.
You leave me to deal with all these feelings
And I am not one that knows how to deal with crushes.
Useless infatuations!
How do I say this without tongues wagging out?
I met a happenstance that should only exist
in movies and street tales.
I met abomination;
I met honesty that can only be told in writing
that neglects vocal words.
At least for months it turned a heartfelt artist outta me,
Though I tossed and turned at night asking questions I avoided
answers to.
At least, though for a while, it gave me lyrics to my poem,
Tune to stump my feet and reason for my mouth to say,
I did it for love!
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I mention your name only in hidden epistles
And cover my thoughts of you with many words of poetry
Though it feels worse it is for the better.
Th’Amare
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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I WISH YOU KNEW
I allowed you in my life
Not knowing that you
Are only trouble
You have misled many
Killed them alive
I thought you brought joy
But you are only a sorrow yourself
You pretend to be good
But you are a fairy tale
I thought they were wrong
But NO!
I never listened to them
And you showed me your true colours
You pretended to be smart
You did it once
Not to me again
I wish you knew
The pain you caused.
Vutivi
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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CINDERELLA
I met a woman whose Cinderella shoe define God’s footprint
She is not the type to walk in high heels in order to be highly spoken
Even the figures of speech that defined her figure never figured out
why
Her beauty never lay in the eyes of the beholder but rather in the
hands of the creator
Maybe I’m just exaggerating;maybe she is just a flower
Just that the sun’s rays were planted on her lips so her smile was
bound to shine
Giving life to photosynthesis that never took a Photo of her sins,this
is
A man who met a woman whose language is encoded in bible
manuscripts
For having a conversation with her is like building foundations of
heaven from scratch
As God lies in whatever she speaks
Tumi have you even had lunch with this woman?
That doesn’t matter
With her I still learned that the stomach is a way to a man’s heart
As she spices every thought
Chops every word
And eventually cooks her conversations
Talking to her is a meal on its own
Forget about pulling the rabbit out of the hat
Meeting her that’s magic on its own
But this is no time for me to fall in love
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That’s the problem; I can’t even fall beside her
For the God within her is my anchor
The way she is rooted to the holy ground
She balances the earth’s plates
So that even earthquakes remain still
And only convection cells are able to move her to her mother land
Where her mother tongue never left her mother’s tongue
But she wasn’t supposed to kiss me for that long
For she might have tasted all the lies that I told her
Dear Diary
I rewrote manuscripts of success where she didn’t exist
Forget about dedicating poems, I want every alphabet to be about
her
As I shape my A’s for you to B the only thing I C isn’t that right D
But wait diary
I’m still waiting for her return.
Tumi “Wordshifter” Makgoale
Free State, South Africa
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LOST LOVER
Pelo di qhitsamadikamehla,
ha ke o hopolamoratuwa
kekgalemakamehla
bohlokontlohele! Ntlohelebohloko!
Di supilejwaledilemo,
dilemotsesupangnoka e tebilengpelongyaka,
Di nokakaletswaiqebeng le pelongyaka
bohlokobotjhwatjhwaselaekakehlabuwekeleoka
ketsonatsenatsefehlangmoyawamaqakabetsi
Hofokameya
e soka le hofehlabotebongbapelo
meokgo e phorosela se safeleng
kemefophodimarameng
kefetohilengwanamahana o jwetsa
ketshediswakemantswe a mosotho
a reng“se safeleng se a hlola”
Ke o lobileke o rata
kehanyeditsemantswe a Sesotho
a reng se nkganang se ntholamorwalo
lebakakemefeheloyalerato
Pelo e ubakamehla
mehlayakajeno ha kepotakamonake Lost lover
ha kehlahakakoungenake Lost lover
le nnakemanehilepelongyaka Lost lover
enakeyonatemosohoremoratuwa o lahlehile
aforikamoratuwa o lahlehile, you are lost my love
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Kgutlamekgwengmoratuwawaka
kgutsaketsongtsempe
e bakgahlano le hohlokisabothosebopeho
o lahlehilemoratuwa, o hlahlasolle
itekole o iphumane o boele o kganyekgotso
my lost lover, return to your birth position
Aforikamoratuwa o lahlehilekgutlamekgweng.
Nkhabu Armok
Bloemfontein, South Africa
[Brief Description of Poem in English]
“It's all in the state of Africa, lost in time... the writer personalized
Africa as their lover in which they realized later on that their lover
had not been honest to the core... the writer urges their lover to not
live with (such) kinds of principles... he still loves her.”- Relex
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ROSIIE GARDEN
My guardian angel, you should have know that I’m sinful
It is hard as hell to be faithful
I’m too detached from the concept of monogamous love, isn’t simple
I bet you thought that you could change me like a television channel
I admit, I have been hurt a couple of times by my ex-lovers
I won’t lie
I hate the fact that now; you have to suffer for their crimes
I tried to hide the pain behind my pride and smile
Still, I could not wipe the stain of my mind
I lost faith in love
Became too much of a skeptic to believe in fate
Only God knows why you and I met in the first place
Why we stuck with the worst case
Dear lover of mine
I thank the lord that I finally found
The unconditional kind of love
Nowadays has become rare to find.
Osiiiris
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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LOST LOVER
Your love is lost
Your word descended from the pits of starvation
Emotionally, for a month I resided in your arms like an orphan
Stayed by your side
Rested under your feet
Nana instead of using my spine as a stepping stool
You walked all over me.
Your footprints left a burning mark on my skin, the least of my
worries were,
Will you ever catch a grenade in a war for us?
I was hit by an atomic bomb when I stretched my arms reaching,
For a piece of paper to write
A century for the new age
Our time as one flesh being a mechanism to count the years life was
found upon,
Nana the forever part in the text was dry
I blew the ink off the surface with all my breath
Just a little longer…, I would have died,
I would have died for what to you was only a page that I found on
top of your desk,
Died for what to me was a book found in the middle of incredible
happenings.
The ink was dry …
The font was final, I should have landed your hand
Hold it tight and slowly write L’s and O’s… V’s and E’s till the last
page
Just the way they do it in grade R
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Lost lover
My tears are no longer in the scope of being dry,
They have out lived the agony and colonized a pond in Ficksburg,
The fluid is rich with what will sustain an ecosystem
An ever Lange of melting Ice cubes
Filling up oceans, refusing to reflect but rather give in to the rays of
the over Seeing Eye God has called the sun,
A tragedy of humankind but a step closer to cleansing the planet
They say for a virus to parish, the host must be put down
In simple terms
You no longer qualify to be called a lost lover
Our planet died a long time ago
You no longer host this love
The missing part of the story no longer exist
I have found you to be perfectly fit to stand with other stones
Pave a way for a new
Lost lover
The title has left its purpose for thee
I wish you can see what happens inside of me when thee wakes up
every morning
There’s this sudden rush to end this poem
And get back to bed.
Kay Da Word
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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walking home I passed a night flowering tree.
scent hovering in the buoyant air, covered me like a veil.
i could drag my four-poster bed out into the street and sleep right
here in this dark cloud of fragrance.
frida kahlo would have.
the motorbikes and the tok toks can drive around me.
i’ll hang a wedding dress from the tree for a mosquito net and sweat
all night long,
sweetly infused with dreams.
one
night
stand
the next evening the scent was gone.
i went looking for it.
lingering [lurking even] under the tree.
fucked.
the flowers were all dried out.
only the slightest hint of fecund perfume moved through the soupy
air. like a shadow or a ghost.
Selena De Carvalho
Tasmania, Australia
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DIRECT
Addressing the tears that always leave my eye to surf my cheeks,
These tears are a language spoken when my eyes look.
See my emotions splash as a mash of nerves tangled or tied together
at an angle
I seek to gather both my emotions and nerves,
That happens at a glance.
Intrigued by the current, I always watch.
Thermically scaled by the image,
My endos and exos determines a blood flow leading to a paced heart
rate,
That lures an excess exhale of steaming air,
Via the mouth.
Shutting the mouth as I deeply inhale,
So slow a Sigh gradually lifting the chin in order to stare,
As thought and reality meet grievously.
It is by this chin where tear drops are formed.
When I address these tears,
I command them To fall on the ground,
Where roots are homed.
So many tentacles at ease in the beginning.
The ground, where tainted shells are covered,
So many bodies laid to rest at the end.
The ground is a surface where light is expressed as green.
So ground when you can pocket rocks and thorns,
Surely you can stomach tears.
Allowing a gracious step on them, in hope that they too CRY.
Lindiwe Bakaqa
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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DEAR DAD
When I say it, even think of the title, “Dad”, my brain short circuits.
It does not roll off
of my tongue easily and is uncomfortable in my mouth. “Dad” is not
a word that I have
used very often in my life. Ironically, it is a word that carries a heavy
burden of emotion
that runs so deep that even the argument that I have just had with a
guy who I know was
wrong for me, but went through with it and now I’m in a territory
that I know too well.
I grew up here.
Confusion was my daily bread.
Loneliness.
Wondering when Daddy is going to call.
Will he come back?
Daddy please come back?!
Mommy will take you back and we will be a happy family again and
I will be able to write the
comprehension for school that is about what my Dad does for a
living. Then I don’t have to
sit here and make all of this up.
These wounds run deepest when I see you creep up in every
infidelity.
Every argument.
Every disagreement.
Every broken promise.
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I see you.
You creep up on me.
When he ignores my call, that’s you.
When he doesn’t text me back, that’s you again.
When I finally cannot stomach his shit anymore and tell him to get
the fuck out of my
face, I know and I have always known; that it was you.
You never really left me; you were there every single step of that
fucked up road.
Steadily. Just walking beside me. Sometimes taking my hand, but
never out of sight. And
that is only my introduction!
I ask myself if you know and understand that when you walked out
on me, you took my logic
away with you. I don’t know you; know the fabric of who a Daddyparent is. I don’t know.
When I look at a man, I do not possess the skill of really studying a
man and engaging him
and recognising when he is playing me for a fool. I can’t recognize it.
Damn Gina. My own
Daddy played me for a fool!
Louine Slater
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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LOST
River

Falling

Lover

Found

Umbrella

Wandering

Apple

A ball in the street
A shoe in the sky
If i land you my wine
Will you keep my both hands?
Lost
Number Falling

Brother

Found

Ribbon

Wandering

Song

A doubt in the pocket
A letter in the cake
Hand, fish or pond, a spring, maybe a key or a horse
Felicia Atkinson
France
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DESTINATION
I use to have him
I talked the language of his body
I knew the breath, the moves, the sleep.
I knew the step which is idea
The rotation of the hips meaning happy.
I could read the constellations of beauty spots
Like a pretty map of dots
His face was a town I grew up in
The wrinkles street, the droopy eyes alleys
The corner of the mouse, the noise hill.
He is walking in the corridor
And I can’t hear the music of the steps anymore.
His smell is strange to me
And his sleeping breath noisy.
My eye wide open look at his facial expression
I do not recognise any of the passions.
Where did he go ?
Could it be me we went ?
Search…
Hello Miss Mercy
I lost my lover, you see.
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On the top of this tree
Did you saw my Lover Miss Mercy ?
Hello Mister Fort
I am begging you for an effort
I lost my lover, you see
I am thinking that under this big rock he could be.
Hello Sir Piver
As you went to the river
By any chance did you see my lover
His lost is giving me a great anger.
Lover Lover ! Where have you been
(no answer)
I will have a look down the ravine.
Mister Butcher
Could you for me
Have a look in your cellar
Even if it sounds like a serie noire
I lost my lover, you see
And you are looking quit uncanny.
Edith Perrenot
France
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RADIOACTIVE LOST LOVER

Fukushima
Fuck you shi masta
She must have been fit
fit hot toxic
toxic tsunami
science or artistic
conjecture
Arjan Kok
Netherlands
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WASHED SWEAT
Neat
Tidy
Filtered
Washed
Our sweats mixed together bounded.
I do yoga
you do boxing
we talk on a broken phone.
Kind of hot wax on ice.
It sounds like mowing the lawn
but with more rocks around.
Your next doubt is here
at the back of your head
don't wait at the golden cage gate.
Those blue clouds are washing away our gist.
Date formula needed.
Counsellor required.
Before the dissipation, during the grinded exhalation.
After the commemoration of what use to be our moans.
Now, one each other
kidnapped for an undefined time
away from the moist of our common soil.
Neat
Tidy
Filtered
Washed
Soil --Italy
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BATHTUB
I cannot stop blaming myself.
The death of your tear rests on the
conscience of my palm.
I find it hard to fore give my.
Your cheeks look at me with
Disappointment filled in their eyes.
I walk with composure facing down,
Burdened by my failure to
Have them emanate a blush.
I feel torn,
I know your heart is 3 times worse,
I never knew broadened shoulders
Could ever get me this cold.
I'm neglected by the forgiving chance
To do everything right,
My heart sinks into cracks of my soul
Each time I reminisce the wonders of you.
I cry over spilled milk,
It could've fed a calf.
And I know how you
always wanted a farm,
Yet I didn't know it was to
live away from true animals wearing human skin.
I'm afraid,
It is only now that I see,
You were always the depth.
The walls I live under
Aren't in your spirit
And will never be.
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I awake the night,
With of my painful screams.
The sun shines spikes of regret
And light luminously glistens
Like dreams that get me closer...
I should have given you more than enough,
You deserved no limitations.
I'm indefinitely ashamed, crippled
by revelations of who I am not.
I still feel how rhythmical
Your breath was,
While your head found a home on my chest.
You'll always be the treasure that
My heart looks up to...
Welcome me when I come home.
I'm sitting in a bathtub,
Filled with the only way to you.
My emotions slit at the base of my wrists
And it pains indecently releasing them to be…
I slipped one too many pills
I am getting drowsy,
My breath rate is decreasing
And there's a smile on my face
And before I sleep to forever be with you,
I want reality to know;
"I'm sorry, I love you
And I'm on my way
To not be without you"
Teboho Talk-Sick Mokuena, Bloemfontein
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WORKSHOPS
Collective poems were made with sequential word circle, drawing
and mime games in Tasmania and South Africa.
The workshops took place at Moonah Art Center in Tasmania, at the
Adelaide Tambo library in Bloemfontein, South Africa and online in
2017 and 2018. Magnetic Poetry and Transmit Yourself workshops
in Tasmania were inspired by South African poems collected by
Thuthukani Ndlovu and facilitated by Julia Drouhin, Phillipa
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Stafford, Rachel Edwards, Felicia Atkinson, Ace, Emesha Rudolph
and Selena De Carvalho.
Workshops contributors : Relex Mokoena, Spencer Reid, Ace, Dan
Tucker, Samuel Gumede, Sarah Mashman, Kezia Gerber, Limpho
Moletsane, Nellah Nonkondlo, Mtanenhlabathi, Makimela
Setenzine…
First exercise was to sit down in a circle and 1 person says 1 word,
the 2nd person repeat that word and add 1 word, the 3rd person
repeat the 2 previous words and add 1 word...until everybody in the
circle added a word so it makes a sentence.
Second exercise was a mime game with 2 teams based on pictionary
game, when each participant write a word or expression inspired by
“lost lover” theme on a piece of paper, we shuffle the words, 1
person of a team picks up a paper randomly and has to make the
team guess what is the word without saying any word.
///
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Impressions are sophisticated in terms of blind following
judgements that is wrong.
Golden sunshine illuminates parasites vines thriving plate of
transparent hats.
Glistening liver might visaro echo loudly around jetty lollipop
colourful.
Spoon empty exercise jumping over fields and wafer melons with
you.
Umbrella september uncovers lost lover and shoes paired with
wind.
Money is good art whoever it’s thrown into people’s lives in plastic.
Sky rides some sentences arcanly hullabaloo rain on fire forever.
I humble myself before I perform great failure at school.
Great opportunity means that you dream of big things.
Look at this big pumpkin aloha full flying saucer gone.
At a peaceful gathering we smoked the love cloud.
I unicorn dream dream of blue butterfly fuck that.
We shot people badly at a very poetic affair.
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